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In this paper we define the K, and I, transforms of new spaces of generalized 
functions. Our definitions of the generalized K, and I,, transformations are 
inspired by a Parseval equation involving both transforms. Finally we solve 
some distributional differential equations containing the Bessel type operator 
t-“-‘1’2)(d/dt)t2”+1(d/dt)t- p-(“2) by applying the new generalized transforms. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The conventional K,-transformation was introduced by Meijer [8, 91 
and defined for suitable functions and p B 0 as 
where K,(z) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind and 
order p. Other investigations of (1) were made by Boas [ 1, 21, Erdelyi [5], 
and Nasim [12]. 
An integral transformation closely connected to (1 ), but one that has not 
been sufficiently studied is the one usually called I,-transformation [7]. 
The I,-transform of a suitable function 4 is defined for p 3 - $ by 
where I, denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order p. 
Actually, (2) can be shown to be a special case of the Hankel transforma- 
tion as it will be specified later. 
Apparently, Zemanian [17, IS] was the first to extend the K,-trans- 
formation to generalized functions. He constructed a testing function 
space Xp. a, for p 2 0 and a E R, of smooth functions q5( t) on 0 < t -C co. The 
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generalized K,-transformation was defined on Xl,a, the dual space of Xp,,, 
as 
F(s) = <f(f), fi Kp(sQ >Y for Res>a,s#O, and -n(Args<r 
(3) 
for fg XL,, . Zemanian [17] established an analyticity theorem, some 
inversion formulas, an operational calculus, and other important properties 
for (3). 
The generalized I,-transformation was investigated by Koh and 
Zemanian [7] by employing a procedure similar to the one used to study 
the generalized K,-transformation. 
In this paper we investigate the generalized K,- and I,-transformations 
by using an approach essentially different o the one followed by Zemanian 
f 17) and Koh and Zemanian [73. Our procedure is inspired by the studies 
on the Hankel transformations due to Zemanian [ 151 and MCndez [ 101. 
We introduce two spaces of smooth functions d(t), 0 < t < co, denoted by 
Li,, and LI, and two spaces of holomorphic functions Q(s), denoted by 
SY0,6 and %I, for p 2 0, a > 0, and b > 0. We establish that the conventional 
K, and Z, transformations define isomorphisms from LI,h onto %YQSb and 
from Lz onto ?!Y:, respectively. 
As it can be proved, the mixed Parseval equation 
(4) 
holds for suitable #r and C& functions and certain c E R. Here @r = K,{#, } 
and Gz = I,{&}. 
Equality (4) suggests defining the generalized K,-transformation on 
(L;)‘, the dual space of Lg, as 
C&f, Z,d> =ni<f, 4) for fe(Lz)’ and q5eLt. 
We show that the conventional K,-transformation given by (1) and 
the generalized K,-transform (3) are special cases of the generalized 
K,-transformation introduced in this paper. We obtain here more general 
results than in [17], since we define the K,-transformation of a wider 
class of distributions. Analogous properties can be established for the 
generalized Z, transformation. 
We end the paper solving certain differential distributional equations by 
using the new generalized transforms. 
In the sequel we summarize several properties of the functions Zp and K,,. 
All these ones.can be found in [ 18, pp. 172-1751. 
409/165’1-2 
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The function I, posseses the following series expansion for arbitrary p: 
Z2k+p 
2k+pZJk+ 1 +/L)’ (5) 
Notice that 
J,(iz) = PZ,(z), 
where J, denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order p, 
Also for any p not equal to an integer, 
(6) 
K,,(z) = 7t 
2 sin(p7c) 
{r-,,(z)--Ip(4). 
On the other hand, 
5 1 z n+2k 
+(-l)nk;ok! (n+k)! 2 0 1 
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and C = ey, y being Euler’s constant. 
The asymptotic behaviours for I, and K, as z + co, which hold for any 
value of p, are 
37l 
-4fs<Argzc1-s 
(8) 
for every E > 0 and uniformly for Arg z in the indicated intervals. 
Moreover, if p>O and a, /?E [w with a< 8, then for Re s& /?, s#O, 
-rc<Args<rt and O<t<co, we have that 
le”(st)pK,(st)l <A,(1 + IsI’), (10) 
A,, being a constant with respect o s and t. 
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The following differentiation formulas hold: 
2 [zp”K,(z), = -zp”K,+ 1(z) 
; [z-yAz)] = z-l’z;,+ ,(z). 
We also have 
S&h K,(st)] =s* fi K,(st) 
s,,c& Z,W)l = s2 fi I,bt), 
where Sfls,= t-~‘-(‘/2(d/dt)t2~+1(d/dt)tpfl-(1/2). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
2. THE SPACE OF FUNCTIONS LI,b AND ITS DUAL 
Let a > 0, b B 0, and p E R and let {b, >:CO be a sequence such that 
bn>bn+, > b for every n E N and lim, _ m b, = b. The space Li,h consists of 
all d(t) smooth functions defined on (0, a) satisfying 
(i) c)(t) = 0, for every t < a, and 
(ii) C:/M) = suP,E (0. nc) lepbn’Sz#(t)l < co, for n, kE N, 
where Sp,,= t-“-(1f2)(d/dt)t2~+‘(d/dt)t-~~‘-(1’2). 
Lz,, is endowed with the topology generated by the family of seminorms 
(r$)~,=, and thus L:,b is a Frtchet space. Notice that the space LI,6 is 
not dependent on the sequence {b,} ,“= oprovided that b, converges to b as 
n++cc andb,>bforeverynEtV. 
The dual space of LI,, is denoted as usual by (L:,b)’ and it is endowed 
with the weak topology. 
We now list some properties of L&. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Zf O<a<a and 620 then Li,cLgb and the 
topology of q, is stronger than the one induced in it by iI,,. ’ 
(b) If 0 < b < /? and a > 0 then L& c LI,@ and the inclusion is 
continuous. 
Proof: Part (a) can be easily proved. To see (b) we consider {b, },“= o
and (/3,},~=, sequences uch that 6, 1 b and b, 1 b when n + $xX). Since b < fi 
if n E f+J then there exists k E N such that b, < /I,,. Hence 
sup leC8n’SEq4(t)l < sup lepb”Siq5(t)l for 4 E Li,b. 
fE(O. ml lE(O, ml 
Thus the proof is completed. 1 
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Proposition 1 allows us to define the corresponding countable union 
spaces (see Zemanian [ 18, p. 141). 
FR~~OSITION 2. The operator S, defines a continuous linear mapping 
from L& into itself: 
Proof. It is sufficient o see that 
c:&J@ = c;kb+ I ($1 
for 4E Li,6 and n,kEN. m 
3. THE SPACE OF FUNCTIONS 9Yd1.6 AND ITS DUAL 
Let a > 0, b 2 0 and let {b, jzzO be a sequence such that b, > b, + 1 > b 
and lim, - m b, = b. We shall say that a complex function Q(s) is in YU,h if, 
and only if, 
(i) Q(s) is a holomorphic function for Re s > b, and 
(ii) ~l::B@)=su~~~~,~, Is2keos@(s)I < 00 for n, k E N. 
The space YU,b is equipped with the topology generated by the multinorm 
(~~~>~k=, and thus YU,, is a Fr&het space. Notice again that the space 
Y*,,i is independent of the sequence (b,}zzO provided that b, > b for every 
nEN and lim,,, b,=b. 
The dual space of YU,b is denoted by YLSb and it is endowed with the 
weak topology: 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) If 0 < a < 01 and b 3 0 then YE9 b is contained in YO’,, h.
(b) Ij-O<b</? and a>0 then YO,, is contained in YU.s. 
Both inclusions are continuous. 
Proposition 3 allows one to define the countable union spaces of Ya.b. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P(s) be a polynomial. The mapping 
‘p: Y%b + YaJ 
Q’(s) + P(s)@(s) 
is linear and continuous. 
Proof. Consider P(s) = a,, + a,s + . . + a#. As it is easy to see if m E N 
there exists 1, E N such that 
IsI”< Js(*‘“+ )sl*~m+* for all SEC. 
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Therefore, for every n, k E N one has 
sup Is2ke”“P(s)O(s)l < i laml sup Is 2k + mens@(s)I 
Rer>bn l?l=O Res>b, 
6 i lamI { sup Is2’2k+meaS@(.s)I + sup Is21*k+~+2eas@(s)~} 
m = 0 Res>b, Res>b, 
for every @ E YOYa,b. Thus, the continuity of ‘p is proved. 1 
4. THE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ AND THE SPACES L;,b AND Y& 
This section is devoted to study the behaviour of the K,-transformation 
on the spaces Li,b and ?$,b. 
THEOREM 1. Let p 20, a > 0, and b >, 0. The K,-transformation is an 
isomorphism from LI,h onto Yao,b. 
Proof. Let (r, E Li,b and define Q(s) = jz ,/;r K,(st)qS(t) dt. According 
to (13) and integrating by parts we can write 
s*@(s) =jam $,,,C& K,WlW dt 
= [tv+f1’2)D[t-P~(“2)&K/,(st)]~(t) 
-t~+“‘*~~ K,(st)D[tr”~“‘*‘#(t)]];:; 
m + IJ- St K,(sW,,,d(t) dt for Res>b. (15) lz 
If Re s > b there exists n E N such that Re s > b,. Hence by making use 
of (11) and (7), one has 
It P+w2)~[t-P- (1’2) fi K,(st)]&t)l 
<A4(s)e’(b”-Res) leCb”‘&t)l for t > a, 
where M(s) is a positive constant depending on s. Therefore, 
lim t”+(1/2)D[tr~~(‘i2) &t K,(st)]&t) =O. 
,-CC (16) 
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Moreover, since b(t) = 0 for every t Q a, we have 
t~+(1’2’~K~(st)D[t~~~“:2)~(t)] 
= t -fJ “:2’ & K,(a) j’ x” + (~~%/L,.r&X) dx 
0 
and then 
It P+(1’2)~K,,(st)D[t~“~(l’2)~(t)]l 
< MP- Rcs)‘t2 sup jf+‘S#t)j + 0 \ 
It (0. 3c: I 
(17) 
as t + CO, for Re s > b,. Here A4 is a suitable positive constant. 
By combining (15) (16), and (17), we obtain 
s2@(s) = j”= &i K,(st)S,,q5(t) dt. 
0 
We now can proceed by induction on k to prove 
Sag@ = jr ,,h K,,(st)S;,,qS(t) dt 
0 
(18) 
for every k E N and 4 E L;.h. 
Let n E N and Re s > b,. By again using (7) one follows from (18) that 
~e~3+#j(S)~ < j~ ,aRe.~+Qn+~-Re.d le-b+~‘~;,,qt)l 
CI 
6 A4 sup p+“S;,,#(t)l 
&tlu 
1 E (0, 5 ) Res-b,,, 
M&+w 
‘b,-b 
sup le-bfl+l’S~,,~(t)l, 
n+l rE(O,?C) 
where M > 0. Therefore, for every n, k E N, 
for 
dt 
M, being a certain positive constant and K, is a continuous linear mapping 
from Lz,b into CYGTb. 
Let now @E CVO,b and define 
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with c > b. The integral defining T,{ q5} is independent of c, provided that 
c > b. In erect, if b < c < d then 
Jr,, & Z,(st)@(s) ds = 0, (19) 
where r, is the closed path in Fig. 1. 
Moreover, by (8) 
s 
d &‘~ (1) 
<A4 - 
x2+y2 
dx sup I.s2keos@(s)I + 0, as y-+00 (20) 
< Res>b, 
for every t E (0, co). Here n is a nonnetative integer such that c > 6, and M 
is a positive constant. 
Analogously, lim, _ o. Jr, z fi I,(st)@(s) ds = 0. Hence, by making 
y -+ 00 in (19) we can obtain that 
j’+im~Z~,(st)4(s)ds=j~+i;DV/;;Z~(~t)~(~)ds. 
c-kc d-in, 
An argument similar to the one used in (20) leads to 
&I,(st)@(s) dsl 6 Mec~f~a)j’” --f!%- sup l.s2e0W(.s)( 
-a x2+c2 Res>b. 
for certain M > 0 and c being greater than 6,. Arbitrariness of c allows one 
to deduce that qS(t) = 0 for every t ,< a. Moreover, by differentiating under 
the integral sign we obtain 
.SE,,qS(t) = $ j::,, ,,& Zp(st)s2%(s) ds for k E N and t E (0, a). 
r 
Y -- 
,- -‘ii- 
I I 
I I 
t 
I 
I 
r, 
b 
I 
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Therefore if n E N, by choosing c E (h,, 1, b,) and using (8) and (9) one 
has 
for certain M > 0. Then we can conclude that 
M being positive. Hence T, is a continuous linear mapping from Yfla,b into 
L:,b. 
Finally, according to Zemanian [18, p. 1731, T, is the inverse of K, and 
the proof is completed. 1 
5. THE SPACES Lg AND +YI AND THEIR DUALS 
Let a > 0 and ,D 2 0. We introduce the space Li of functions that consists 
of all 4~ C”(0, co) such that 
(i) f$(t)=O, for every t>a, 
(ii) 144) = SUP,,~~, 73) j.S”,,,#(t)l <co, for every k~ N, and 
(iii) t2p”Df-p--(1’2)S~ ,+4(t) -+ 0 as t + Of, for each ks N. 
Ls is equipped with the topology generated by the system of seminorms 
{y~}~?o and thus Lt is a Frtchet space.- As for the space L;,b, the operator 
S, defines a continuous mapping for LE into itself. 
(L:)’ represents the dual space of L: which is endowed with the weak 
topology and we will define the generalized K,-transformation on members 
of (Lg’. 
We also define a topological linear space YI as follows: @ is a member 
of Yi if and only if s- g--(1’2)@(.r) is an even entire function of s and for 
each nonnegative integer k the quantity 
pi(@)= sup Ie~~ss2k-~~(1’2)~(S)( 
Res,O 
exists. The topology of Y 1 is the one generated by using {p;} p= o. YE is 
a Frechet space. As in Section 3 we can prove that the mapping 
where P is a polynomial, is continuous. 
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The dual space of GYE is denoted (3’:)’ and it is equipped with the weak 
topology. 
6. THE I,-TRANSFORMATION AND THE SPACES Li AND CVt 
The objective of this section is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let a> 0 and p > 0. The I,-transformation is an 
isomorphism from Li onto CYE. 
Proof: Let 4 E L,. P We define C?(S) = J; fi Z,(st)#(t) dt. According to 
(5) we note that SK”- (1’2)@(s) is an even entire function. By (14) we 
obtain 
s2@(s) =la S,,CJst ~,Wli(t) dt 
0 
= [t’+w2)~[t-~-w2) ,/;; 4ht)l d(t) 
- t’+(1’*)~zp(St)D[t~~-(1’2)~(t)]]:_ib+ 
+ ?‘” Jst~,Wp,,4(t) dt. 
0 
In virtue of (5) and (iii) of Section 5, one has 
It r+(1’2)~z~(st)D[t~“~“‘2’~(t)]/ 
~:ls~+(“2)D[t~‘~(‘~2)~(t)]t*~+ll +o, 
as t + O+. Here M denotes a positive constant. 
Moreover, by using (5) and (12), we can obtain a MI > 0 such that 
It”fWq)[t- p- ““‘fi Z,(st)] fj(t)l 
= Is ~+(3’2)tfl+(1’*)(st)-~Ip+1(St)(zqt)l 
GM, Is P+ W)p + ‘3/2’&t)l + 0, as t-O+, 
because d(t) is bounded at any neighbourhood of the origin. 
Therefore, since d(t) = 0 for all t > a, 
s*@(s) = j-fl & Z,(st)S,,d(t) dt. 
0 
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By proceeding by induction on k, we obtain 
szk@(s) = f” ,/ii Z,(st)Sk,,,q4(t) dt foreach keN. 
0 
Then according to (8) and (9), for Re s z 0, 
Q M2a”+(1’2) sup ILsk,*,qqt)l, 
i E (0, a. ) 
M, being a suitable positive constant. Hence 
where M3 is a positive constant independent of 4. Thus we prove that the 
I,-transformation is a continuous linear mapping from Lt into CY:. 
Now let @ECVE and define qi(t)=M,{@)(t)=i2p+2~;imfiZp(st) 
G(s) ds. It is easy to see that CD E gi if, and only if, @(-is) E ?YO,# 
introduced by Zemanian [ 15). Hence, in virtue of (6) if @ ECY: then 
f$(t)=O for every t2a. 
On the other hand, by differentiating under the integral sign we obtain 
$fj(t)= i2p+2 for keN 
and 
I 
--rm 
= tP+ 1i2N+2 s*~+(~‘*)Z~+ l(st)@(s) ds for kEN. 
0 
Then, by (9), lim, _ O+ t2/r+1Dt~i’~(1/2)S~,I~(t)=0, for kEN. 
Moreover, since @(s)s-~-(“~) is even, from (8) one infers that 
GM4 
.i 
SUP le 
ResaO 
-~~s*k-~-U/*)@(s)/ j’ xF+(‘/*)& 
0 
+ sup le-ass*(k+O---(l/*)~(s)( j- xr+(l/2)-2/dx , 
Rex>0 1 
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where M4 is a suitable positive constant and 1 is a nonnegative integer such 
that p + $ - 21< 0. Hence, M, is a continuous linear mapping from Yz 
into LI. 
Finally, by taking into account Theorem 1 of [ 15, p. 6831 and according 
to (6) we can prove that (IPoMP)@=@, for @EYI and (M,oZ,)q5=$, for 
4 E Li. This completes our proof. 1 
7. GENERALIZED K,- AND I,-TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let p 2 0 and a > 0. We define the generalized K,-transformation on 
(Lg)’ as follows: for f~ (Lg)’ the generalized K,-transform KPf of f is 
defined on Y; through 
C&L Z,d> = ni<f, #> for every fj E LE. (21) 
Notice that (21) appears as an extension of (4). 
The following assertion is a simple consequence of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let p 2 0 and a > 0. The generalized transformation Kh is 
an isomorphism from (Li)’ onto (Y z)‘. 
We now prove that the conventional K,-transformation when acting on 
a function fe Lz,b is a special case of our generalized transformation KL. 
For that we need some previous results which are included in the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let a,>O, i= 1,2, and b>O. 
(a) Every member f e LI,., gives rise to a regular generalized function 
fin (L&J' by 
(b) V@Wi,,b then CD defines a regular distribution in (Yz,)’ through 
(23) 
for c > 6. 
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s 
‘+ln( @,(s)@,(s)ds=nij- q4,(t)q&(t)dt, 
C-iS 0 (24) 
where cDI =K,{q5,}, @,=Z,{c$,}, and c>h. 
Proof: (a) Notice that (f, 4) = 0, for every 4 E Liz when a, >, a,. In 
such case f is clearly in (LIZ)‘. Assume a, < a2. Then 
Hence, for each n E fV, 
I(f, d>I d sup le~bnffOll sup 
1 E (0. m ) rE (0, m) 
IqQ t)l jn2 ebn’ dt 
0, 
and f~ (LE,)’ in the sense of (22). 
(b) By employing a procedure similar to the one used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 we can see that the integral in (23) is independent of c provided 
that c > b. Moreover, if c > b one has for every q E “Yg,, 
I(@, q)l <j’: (x’ + c*)-‘+~“*+“~ dx e(“Z-“l)’ sup lealS@(s)I 
Res2 h, 
x sup le -02sp P-l/*&)l, 
ResaO 
(25) 
where 1, n E N are such that c > b, and 1> p/2 + 314. Therefore Q, defines a 
member of (C!!Y&)’ by (23). Also, we can conclude from (25) that 
(@, cp)=O for ~IECY&, provided that a, b a2 because of the arbitrariness 
of c. 
(c) Let dI E Lz,,h and b2e L&. We define @, =K,{d,} and 
@2 = ~~{4u. 
According to Theorem 6.2-l in [lS], one has 
I ‘+‘= @(s)Q2(s) ds = j;;,r r-im 
a,(s) ju2 & Zp(st)b2(t) dt ds o 
= j;* b*(t) j‘;+iI al(s) ,,h I@) ds dt 
= i71 
I = 42(t) #i(t) dt. 0 
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The interchange in the order of integration is justified because 
a2 +m 
s I 0 ~~,(t)@,(c+ix),,/~I,((c+ix)t)dxdt -m 
6 sup I&(t)/ sup I@,(s)e”‘“s2/ u2P-a’) 
rsco. 5) Res>b, 
where neN and c>b,. 1 
Now let f E L$b with a, > 0, b > 0, and p > 0. According to Lemma l(a) 
f E (LI*)‘, for a, > 0; hence we can define the conventional transform K, f 
and the generalized transform Khf of f: Both transformations agree as 
members of (CY:,)‘. In effect, K, f defines an element of (CY&)’ by 
with c> b, or in other words, 
Hence, by invoking Lemma l(c) we obtain 
(K,{f >(s),I,{4l(s)) =xijomf(t)O(t) dt=NL 4). 
Therefore (KJ cp) = (Klf, cp), for every cp~+Y:~. 
Zemanian [ 171 defined the KM-transformation of distributions by 
employing a method different from the one used by us in this paper. The 
last author introduced in [17] the testing function space XP,, defined for 
p B 0 and a E R as follows: a smooth function d(t), 0 < t < co, belongs to 
XP,, if, and only if, 
sup Ieart~-(“*)S:,~(t)/ <co, if p>O 
o<r<m 
q,kw = 
1 
osy~m I@’ J;l(r) St,, d(t)1 < ~0, 
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
if P = 0 
where 
log t, 
h(t)= -1 
1 
O<t<e-’ 
2 e-‘<t<oo. 
X,,, was endowed with the topology generated by the multinorm 
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{,~,k}~=O. A’“;,, denotes the dual space of XV,,. In [17]fis said to be a 
KU-transformable generalized function if it is a member of XL.0 for some 
real number a, and the generalized K, transform off is defined by 
F(s) = W,f)(s) = (f(t), & K,W) >, SEQf, (26) 
where Q,- denotes the region 
SZf={s:Res>a/,s#O,and -n<args<rt} 
and af is called the abscissa of definition of F. 
Our purpose now is to establish that the generalized transform due 
to Zemanian [17] is a special case of our generalized transformation. 
To do this, we need first to state a new inversion formula for the 
I,-transformation, which is presented in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let ,u > 0. Assume that F(s)s-~~(~‘~’ is an even entire function 
and F(s) is bounded according to IF(s)\ 6 Md IsI“, for 0 < Re s < d, for all 
d> 0, where Md and q are real constants not depending on s, and 
q< -p--$. Then for any c>O andfor O<Res<c, 
F(s) = j- Jst Z,(st) f (t) dt, 
0 
where 
f(I)=fr.l’,, F(z) fi K,(zt) dz. 
Here, f(t) does not depend on the choice of c. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is quite similar to the one given by 
Zemanian (see [ 18, Theorem 6.2-1, p. 1731) for an inversion formula of the 
K,-transformation. 1 
Note that the members of CYz fulfill1 the hypotheses in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let p > i, a, > 0, and a2 E R. Then L:, c X,,., and the 
inclusion is continuous. 
ProoJ Let 4 E Li,. We can write 
sup 1 eu2’tP - (1’2)SE, ~ qS(t)l d sup leu2ttpP(1’2’1 sup ISE,,$(t)( 
fE(O. Ic) fe(O,al) tcco, m) 
GM SUP I~~,,~Wl 
rsto, -=J) 
for every k E N and M being a suitable positive constant. 1 
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In virtue of Lemma 3 if fe %b,,, with a2 E R then the restriction off to 
Lt,, with a, > 0, is in (Lg,)‘. Hence if f~ Xk,0* we can define two 
generalized K, transforms off: one of them according to Zemanian [17] 
by (26) and the other one through (21). As we shall prove in the sequel 
both generalized 1Y,-transforms agree. 
THEOREM 4. Let p 2 4, a, > 0, and aZE R. Zf fE s!“;,~~, then the 
generalized K, transform off, as defined by (21), is the regular generalized 
function in (Li,)’ that is generated by the smooth function F(s) defined 
by (26). 
ProofI Let f E XL,,, and define according to (26) 
F(s)= (&f)(s)= (f(t), ,j&W) for SE&?~. 
By proceeding as in Lemma l(b) we can prove that, by virtue of [ 18, 
Section 6.71, F(s) generates a distribution in (?Yt,)’ through 
(F(s), @(s))=~~~+,~ @(s)F(s)ds for @E~Z,, (27) 
where the integral in (27) is independent of c > max{ a2, 0 } which can be 
shown as in Theorem 1. 
We want to establish that 
for every @ E @YE,. Consider now y > 0. By denoting 
q5,(t)=jctim &K,(st)@(s)ds 
c + iy 
then dy -+ 0 as y -+ cc in X,..,. In effect, for every k E N we obtain 
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Moreover, by (10) and (13), one has 
GM, sup JS2(k+r)~~-(1/2)~(S)e-“” 
ResaO 
for tE(0, co) 
withMandM,>O,c>max{a,,O},andrE~ suchthat2r-p>>.Hence 
uniformly in t E (0, cc). 
In a similar way we can see that 
rii: J st K@)@(s) ds + 0 as y-+cc in Xp (12. 
On the other hand, for every y > 0, 
s <;‘:’ (f(t), JstK,(st))@(s) ds= (f(t), j”+’ &K,(st)@(s) ds>. ‘ - ry 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
To prove this, we use “Riemann sums” to approximate the integrals on 
s. Partition the interval [ -7, r] into m-subintervals whose lengths are all 
equal to d, and let y,, be a point in the vth subinterval. Since @i(s) and 
F(s) are smooth functions on the segment from c - iy to c + iy, we can 
choose M2 > 0 large, having been given any E > 0, that for all m > M,, 
differs from the left-hand side of (31) by a quantity whose magnitude is less 
than E. Moreover, (32) is equal to 
( 
f(t), i f @(c +y,,J) ,/‘m f$(t(c +~,yi)M, 
> 
. (33) 
v=l 
Now as m--f co, the testing function in (33) converges in XV,., to the 
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testing function in the right-hand side of (31). Indeed, for every k E N, we 
have 
s 
c + ry 
= pr (styK,(st)s 2k-p+(U2)@(S) & 
c iy 
and, by invoking again (7), there exists M3 > 0 such that 
< M3( 1 + tP)e(u2P”J’ s +Y(1+(~2+y2)~‘2)(~2+y2)1’2dy --Y 
x sup I,-alss2k-~-(“*)~(S)I --PO 
Res>O 
as t + co, provided that c > maxia,, 01. 
Analogously, 
ea21f~ - (W)Sk 
p,t 
{ 
4 f ~(~+~rnui)Jt(C+Ymvi)Kl,(t(c+~,,i)) 
“=I 
<M,(l +tJ+?(“2-C)‘-*0, as t-co, 
where M, is positive and does not depend on m. 
Hence, if E > 0, there exists T > 0 such that 
-id,,, 5 ~(c+l’mvi)~~~~(c(c+L’m”i)) <E 
“Sl 
for every m and t > T. 
LetnowO={(t,y):O<t<T, -ydy,<y}. Thefunctionof(t,y), 
e@[(c + iy)t]pK,((c + iy)t)(c + iy)2k-p-(1’2)@(c + iy), 
is uniformly continuous on 0. Hence 
409/165’1-3 
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converges to e aZf ‘-(“‘) j:‘t j:: fi K,(sc)s~~@(s) ds uniformly in 0 < t < T, t 
asm-+co. 
Therefore (3 1) is established. 
To prove (28) we note that 
(F(s), ~(~))=~~il,:F()~(j)d~+I~+j~ F(s)@(s)d~+j’~~’ F(s)@(s)ds. 
“+ iy <,-;J; 
Let E > 0 again. Then there exists yI > 0 such that 
F(s)@(s)ds+j’-il F(s)@(s) ds <E forevery y>y,, 
c--ICC 
Moreover, for every y > 0, 
According to (29) and (30), there is y2 > 0 such that 
l(f(l,,(j~~~+j~~~)v/p;KI(Sl)m(S)L)I<& for Y>Y~ 
Hence by using (31) we can conclude that 
c+im ,/;fK,(st)@(s)ds -(F(s), Q(s)) <2E 
for every E > 0. 
Therefore, 
(F(s), Q(s)) = f(t), j:T,I fi K,(st)@(s) dsj 
( 
for @E YE, 
and, in virtue of Lemma 2, the uniqueness of the I,-transformation leads to 
<F(s), @@I > = ni < f(t), d(t) >, 
where Z,(#)(s) = G(s). Thus the proof is finished. 1 
Let ~20, a>O, and b>O. We can define the generalized 
II-transformation on (LI,b)’ as follows: if fe (Lz,b)‘, the generalized trans- 
form IP f off is defined on YI,b by 
(~ltfNsL K,(d)(s)) =ni(f(t), 4(t)> for 4 EL&. (34) 
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Note that (34) again appears as an extension of (4). 
The next result is deduced immediately from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let p 2 0, a > 0, and b 2 0. The generalized I,-trans- 
formation is an isomorphism from (Lt.,)’ onto (Yi,,)‘. 
For the generalized I,-transformation we can establish properties similar 
to the ones shown for the generalized K,-transformation. 
8. APPLICATIONS 
This section is devoted to study some applications of the generalized 
K,-transformation. A very useful result is the following one. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let P be a polynomial, Then 
KI{P(S,)f j(s) = P(s’)K;{f >(s) 
for every f E (Lr)‘, with p 2 0 and a > 0. 
ProoJ Let f E (Li)‘. For every 4 ELI, we can write 
uqP(Uf l(s), 4M(s)) 
= ni(P(s,)f (t), 4(t)> = ni(f (t), P(S,)b(t)) 
= (K;{f >(s), hdP(S,)d}(s)) = (K;{f }(s), P(s2)Zp{~}(s)) 
= (P(s’)<{f >(a &(d)(s)). 
Therefore, KM{P(S,)f)(s)=P(s2)K&(f}(s). 1 
Our objective now is to solve the distributional differential equation 
P(S,)u =g, where P is a polynomial, f E (Li)‘, and u is an unknown 
member of (Lz)‘. 
We need to establish some results beforehand. 
LEMMA 4. 
(s - Y;JkT 
Let P be a polynomial such that P(s) = yO(s- yT)“l. . . . 
with ~0 #O, kie N, yi#O, Re yi>O, and yi# f yj, i#j, for 
i, j = 1, 2, . . . . q. 
(a) A function @ECV: has the form CD(S) = Pi, where 1,9(s) is 
also in 3’: if, and only IX 
@‘“‘(y .) = 0 I 9 v=O,l , . . . . k, - I, and i = 1, . . . . q. (35) 
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(b) Let Y=maxjk,; i= 1, . . . . q) andy_i= -yi, i= 1, . . . . q. There exist 
enrire jkctions xi, i = f 1, . . . . I q, such that: 
(i) e ~“‘Res’I~k~i(~)l < Ck, for SE 63, k = 0, I, 2, . . . . where C, are 
constants. 
(ii) Xi(-s)=X-j(S); 
(iii) xj”“(yj) = 0, JOY v = 0, 1, . . . . Y and i #tj; x,(y,) = 1 and xj”‘(y,) = 0, 
for v = 1, . . . . I’. 
Moreover, if GE Y: then Q, can be uniquely represented in the form 
Q(s) = C(s) + s”+(“2) &+ 
k,-1 1 
c -;;“‘(Y,)tXi(s)(s-,li)“+(-l)’ (s-Lr)y12 
I=1 v=o . 
being &(‘)(s) = (d’/ds”)[s~~-“i2)~(s)~, f or VE N, and where CT(s) satisfies 
(35) and it is in YE, 
Proof: These assertions can be deduced immediately from Lemma 27 
c151. I 
LEMMA 5. Let P(s) be as in Lemma 4. A necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for a generalized function FE (GYP)’ to satisfy the equation 
P(?)ls(s) = 0 
is that 
F(s) = i kJf’ bj,,P(S- y,), 
i=;, ,%=(I 
(37) 
where the b,, are arbitrary constants. 
Proof. To establish this lemma we can proceed as in Theorem 7.10-l 
iI143. I 
We investigate the homogeneous differential equation 
P(S,)u=O. (38) 
Here P is a polynomial and UC (IL:)’ is unknown. By applying the 
generalized &-transformation to (38) and by using Proposition 5, we 
obtain 
P( 2) U(s) = 0, 
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where U(s) = K;{ u}(s). If 
P(s) = yo(s - yy . . . . . (s - yp (39) 
with yO#O, Rey,BO, yi#O, yi# ky,, i#j, i,j=l, . . . . q, and k,eN, 
i = 1, . . . . q. Then, in virtue of Lemma 5, one infers 
U(s) = i y bi,“6(“)(S - y,), 
i=l v=o 
b,, being arbitrary constants. 
Moreover, if CD E Yi, there exists 4 E LI satisfying 
VEN and i=l,...,q. 
Hence, 
S(“)(S-Yi)=$ (-l)‘Kp {$ lifi~p(Yrt,,) (s), I 
with i = 1, . . . . q and v = 0, . . . . ki - 1, and the general solution of (38) is 
where ci,” are 
Finally, we 
‘Ct)= i kfl ci,v$f Cfizp(Yit)13 i=l v=o I 
arbitrary constants. 
study the distributional equation 
P(S,)u =g, (40) 
where g E (Lt)', u E (Lt)' is unknown and P is a polynomial satisfying (39). 
By applying the generalized K,-transformation and by invoking Proposi- 
tion 5 we obtain 
P(?)U(s)= G(s), (41) 
where U(s) = K&(u)(s) and G(s) = KL{ g)(s). Here GE (YI)’ because 
g E (L3’. 
Hence, in view of (41) we may write, for any CD E Y:, 
(U(J), P(s2PW = <G(s), Q(s)). 
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This determines U on every x(s) E “Yi of the form x(s) = P(s’)@(s), where 
@ E al::, namely, 
Lemma 4 and equality (42) suggest defining a functional on S’Yy:: as
(U(S), Q(S)) = f “f’ bi,,,@“‘(y;) + 
i=l v=O 
for @ECYI, (43) 
where g(s) is given by (36). Here ZI,,~ are arbitrary constants. This func- 
tional U is in (YI)‘. Therefore, in virtue of Theorem 3, for every choice of 
the constants {hi,” : i = 1, . . . . q; v = 0, . . . . ki - 1 }, there exists u E (LI)’ such 
that 
where Q(s) = ZP{b}(s). As it is easy to check, u represents the general 
solution of (40). 
Note that the first term in the right-hand side of (44) is the general 
solution of the homogeneous equation (38). 
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